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5. The controller control and connection elements.

Рiс.1

(For Ultrasonic - min.50cm)

3

6

Ground

,

The controller can be used with or without a light sensor. When connecting the light sensor to the controller, its use should be 
activated (item 1. Settings) or deactivated if the sensor is not used. The sensor should be installed in such a place that it 
would not get light from the interior lighting. The digital sensor supplies a logical 0 to the controller port when the illumination is 
insufficient or a logical unit if the illumination level is greater than the set limit. In case of insufficient lighting the  duty of the 
first and last steps is activated and the controller is allowed to include illumination of stairs on signals from motion sensors 
depending on the established algorithm (see above). If when moving up the stairs with the stairs on or off, the light suddenly 
gets on the light sensor brighter than the threshold of the controller - the lights of the stairs and the duty steps will be turned 
off, and the controller will go into standby mode. The operation of motion sensors and processing of human meters on the 
stairs is carried out even when the illumination on the signal of the light sensor is not carried out.

5. Елементи управління і підключення контролера.
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5 6 7 8 9 10           11 12 13 14

1-LCD дісплей 16х2 з підсвіткою. Відібражає стан контроллеру та 
використовується для налаштуваннь системи.
2 Кнопка вибору режиму налаштувань «SETUP»
3 Кнопка «Up». Включення ступенів зверху в робочому режимі або 
збільшення параметра в режимі налаштувань.
4 Кнопка «Down». Включення ступенів знизу в робочому режимі або 
зменшення параметра в режимі налаштувань.
5 Зовнішнє живлення стабілізоване по напрузі. DC 12В.
6 Загальний вхід від блоку живлення «земля» (Підключаються негативні 
клеми датчиків і зовнішнього живлення 12В)
7- Сигнальний провід датчика освітленості. (Робоча напруга <= 5В)
8 - Цифровий TTL вхід нижнього датчика («Тригер» для УЗ сенсора)
9 - Цифровий вхід «Ехо» для нижнього ультразвукового сенсора
10 Цифровий TTL вхід верхнього датчика («Тригер» для УЗ сенсора)
11 - Цифровий вхід «Ехо» для верхнього УЗ сенсора
12- Цифровий вхід верхнього вимикача (тактовою кнопки). (Робоча 
напруга <= 5В)
13- Цифровий вхід нижнього вимикача (тактовою кнопки). (Робоча напруга 
<= 5В)
14- Вихід живлення DC + 5V для підключення датчиків руху і освітленості
16- Керовані виходи живлення (DC-12V) для підключення сходів 1 ... 26. 
Виходи 1,26 - чергові верхня і нижня сходинки.
17 - Індикатор програмного використання датчика світла. «Вкл.» - 
використовується, «Викл.» - не використовується. Якщо індикатор 
включений, підсвічування буде включатися тільки при недостатньому 
освітленні. У всіх інших випадках включення буде неможливо. Установка 
цього режиму здійснюється в п.1 меню налаштувань.
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Up Step PIR or 
microwave sensor

Down Step PIR or 
microwave sensor

~110V
~240V

 Sensor
(Pyroelectric,

microwave or ultrasonic)

Light sensor

Adjust the required
illumination level

Stabilized power supply
for voltage, the power must match
power consumption of the illumination of steps + 15%
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TTL Output for PIR sensor
 (”Triger” for Ultrasonic) - Green
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 Sensor
(Pyroelectric, 

microwave or ultrasonic)

”Echo” for Ultrasonic - Yellow

TTL Output for PIR sensor
 (”Triger” for Ultrasonic) - Green

”Echo” for Ultrasonic - Yellow

LCD Display 2x16



Photo sensor
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Up Step PIR or 
microwave sensor

Down Step PIR or 
microwave sensor

DC +12V/24V

DC +12V/24V

Up step US Sensor
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Photo sensor

Photo sensor DO
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Ground

Up Step US Sensor
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1. Selecting the setting menu items is done by pressing the 
"SETUP" button after you have passed all the settings 
menu items, the changes will be saved in the device's 
memory. If you do not complete all menu settings and 
turn off the power during setup, the change will not be 
saved.This setting menu item allows you to set whether 
the light level sensor will be used. Using the "Up", 
"Down" buttons. "ON" - the sensor will be used, "OFF" - 
the sensor is not used.

2. Set the number of steps. Use the "Up" and "Down" 
buttons to select the desired number.

3. Brightness of the first and last steps in the standby 
mode. By means of the "Up", "Down" buttons the 
brightness is required. If you want the first and last steps 
to be switched off in standby mode - set to 0.

4. Switching speed. The shutdown speed will be twice as 
fast.

5. Standby time before switching off the stair lighting. The 
time is counted after the last operation of any of the 
sensors.

6. The overall brightness of all steps in working mode. 0 - 
does not decrease, 200 - will be set to 20% of maximum 
brightness.

7. Select the type of sensors you use. 
Press the "Down" button until the 
desired value for the upper (UP) and 
lower (Dn) sensors is set on the 
display.

8. Setting the minimum distance to the 
obstacle for the upper ultrasonic sensor 
(centimeters). If the upper sensor is not 
ultrasonic - the menu item is not 
displayed.

9. Setting the minimum distance to the 
obstacle for the lower ultrasonic sensor 
(centimeters). If the lower sensor is not 
ultrasonic, the menu item is not 
displayed.

Factory reset
Clause 6 of the setup menu provides an 
engineering function to reset the settings to 
those preset by the manufacturer. To do this, 
simultaneously press the "Down" + "Up" + 
"Setup" buttons and hold them until the 
second line on the display is filled with dots. 
Then immediately release the "Setup" button 
but keep pressing "Down" + "Up" until 
"Reseting.Wait" appears. then the settings 
will be reset. Reboot the system.

7. System settings
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Ultrasonic rangefinders have certain technological shortcomings. 
They have a delay of ultrasonic signal processing for 50 
milliseconds, and a delay of 0.5 seconds in the absence of reflected 
sound. Ultrasonic sensors cannot detect an obstacle if the obstacle 
has sound-absorbing coatings. The use of ultrasonic rangefinders is 
justified, unless the stairs have a fence and behind the stairs there is 
a passage area without people coming out of the stairs, the 
movement of which can cause the system to work. If it is possible to 
install pyroelectric sensors, it is better to choose them.
The distance to the barrier is programmatically limited to no more 
than 120 cm. At higher values, the sensor will not measure distance. 
This reduces the time of distance measurement by the system and 
avoids significant delays in operation.

     On the page with the description of the ultrasonic sensor you can 
see the diagram of angles of measurement of distance in the vertical and horizontal planes. Looking at it, 
it is clear that sound waves propagate at an angle of about 60 degrees in the vertical plane. Therefore, it is 
especially important to keep a minimum distance from the floor or step of at least 50 cm, and any other 
surfaces in the horizontal plane. Otherwise, the sensor will measure the distance to the horizontal plane 
(floor or steps) and not to the obstacle on the stairs. Accordingly, the ladder will be switched on at all times 
and entry into the settings menu will not be possible until the ultrasonic rangefinder is switched off.
     Setting the minimum distance to the obstacle is performed in items 8 and 9 of the settings menu. If the 
distance to the obstacle is less than the value stored in the memory of the controller - the controller turns 
on the lights. When the lights are on, the fault menu will not be accessible.

Photo      Up          Dn     12
 NO        PIR-0  US092

Light sensor.
NO - not used
ON - Night mode
OFF - "day" mode, lighting off.

Type of upper sensor.
PIR-pyroelectric
US ultrasonic

Lower sensor type.
PIR-pyroelectric
US ultrasonic

Sensor status.
0 - no signal
1 - there is a motion 
signal.
BL - blocked *

The distance to the obstacle in 
cm was measured with an 
ultrasonic rangefinder.

Step number which is now 
switched on. Appears only when 
the stairs are switched on and 
on

Information on the display during operation.

Photo      Up          Dn     
OFF        ---------  --------

Photo      Up          Dn     12
 NO        PIR-BL  Us092

When the light level in the room is higher than set - the light 
sensor does not allow the system to turn on. Instead of 
measuring sensor values, you see dashes.

* If a pyroelectric sensor is used, the sensor is locked for 90 
seconds after the first power-up to avoid erroneous switch-ons 
during sensor warm-up. The display shows the status BL 
when a high signal appears at the input (logical unit)

Features of ultrasonic rangefinders

The display illumination is only switched on when the controller switches to the ladder switching mode or 
when you have pressed the "SETUP" button and entered the settings either "Up" or "Down" and forcibly 
switched on the lighting. "Button pressed" will be displayed.
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Out Triger

Pic.2

Out Echo

This sensor may not be included in your kit.
Depending on what kit you purchased.

120cm
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The procedure for installing and connecting the sensor.

1. Install the sensor into the mounting hole with a diameter of 60 mm and a depth of at least 22 mm.
2. Ensure that power to the controller or alarm system is turned off.
3. Connect the wires to the sensor using a special connector or using soldering or connecting clamps if 
the the sensor module has a soldered wire. (Depending on the type of sensor). Follow the diagram in 
Figure 2 and colored marking wires
(Figure 2). A WARNING! Incorrect wiring can cause the sensor and controller to fail!
4. Check the connecting wires.
5. Test and verify the sensor is correct. 

Ultrasonic sensors are capable of detecting a distance in the range from 4 to 400 
centimeters. The controller has a measurement range from 4 to 120 cm. Since 
ultrasound sensors work with a reflected sound signal. they cannot work properly 
with sound-absorbing surfaces and materials. Also, if the distance exceeds 1.2 
meters, there may be a delay in operation due to the absence of a reflected sound 
signal. Consider this when choosing this type of sensor.

Sensor sensitivity diagram 
in a circular field.
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Mounting screws
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parame te r Value

Value 3.2мм x 24мм x 18мм

Voltage DC 4.5V- 20V

Current at OUT <60uA

Output voltage High and low level 3.3V TTL 

Distance detection  2 - 5m (customizable)

Angle of detection до 120 °

Pulse the detection of 5 - 200sek. (Customizable)

Time Lock  2.5sek the next measurement.

Operating temperature -20 - + 80 ° C -20 - + 80 ° C

Mode L - single capture, H - repeatable measurements

The main parameters Module HC-SR501

This sensor may not be included in your kit.
Depending on what kit you purchased.
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Installation instructions.
1. Prepare the back box in the wall.
2. Connect the wires according to the marking on the sensor. (red - DC power +5 ... + 14V, 
black - ground, green - data.)
3. Install the PIR-SR501-1 ELBI pyroelectric sensor into the junction box.
4. Tighten the fastening screws lightly. (see fig. 1)
5. Install decorative covers 4. (see fig. 1)



Light sensor with digital output
with the ability to adjust the sensitivity of triggering.

1

2

4

3

5

6

7

Light sensor used to detect light in the range of the 
sensor. The sensor can be connected via digital 
output to the microcontroller, or directly to the relays 
without microcontroller. As svitluchuttyevoho resistor 
element used MLG5516B.

Specifications:
- Operating voltage: 3.5 V-5 V;
- Digital output: 0 or 1;
- Fixed bolt hole for M3
- Size 53.1 x 11.3 x 13.8 mm
- Current: 15 mA;
- Adjustable sensitivity sensor;

Description of structural elements and instructions for installation and 
pidkyuchennya.
1 - svitlochuttyeviy element MLG5516B
2 - Adjustable rezystror stvitlochutlyvosti.
3 - indicator light
4 - Power Indicator
5 - Signal digital output
6 - GND "Earth" ( "-" power supply)
7 - Power DC + 3,5 ... 5V

The sensor should be installed in such a way that svitlochuttyevyy only 
common element falling light, the level of which should be measured.
Sensor connection is made to the stabilized direct current voltage source 
of 3.5 - 5V. Terminal 7 is connected to the positive vihodu controller or 
power source with the appropriate voltage.
Terminal 6 is connected to a general release of "land" or "-". Signal 
output 5 (D0) pidklyuchaetsya the corresponding output controllers or 
relays. After the power supply of the sensor light turns on 4. In case of 
insufficient light sensor turns off the indicator digital output 3. 5 podaetsya 
logical unit or zero, according to state lighting. The high level signal 
indicates the presence of light, low - about vidsutnist.Vidpovidno to 
vikorystanoho control device or controller will relay the signal to perform 
the action.

xopc.net.ua

Ukrainr, Kharkov.
пр.50 years USSR 2
+380 900 500 300
E-Mail: sale@xopc.net.ua
http://xopc.net.ua
http://shop.xopc.net.ua



Frequently Asked Questions

- Can I use a system with a 5V DC power supply?
The system is designed to operate with a supply voltage of 8 to 25V DC. Working with power 
supplies and luminaires with a voltage different
from the specified can cause damage or not stable operation of the system.
- Can I use DC12 or DC24V charging inverter as a power source?
Not. The inverter is not a stabilized power supply and is not intended to power electronic devices. 
The inverter has an unstable output. Please use only 12 or 24V DC voltage stabilized power 
supplies depending on your LED strips or luminaires.
- What kind of lamps can I use?
The system is designed to be used in conjunction with LED lights or LED stripes with a voltage of 
12 or 24 VDC.
The current of the luminaires or LED strips should not exceed 0.4A (0.5A maximum, taking into 
account the resistance of the wires at the point of connection to the controller) for one step.
Exceeding the current will lead to system failure. So for one step, the maximum power of luminaires 
with a supply voltage of 12V DC is 12V * 0.4A = 4.8W;
with a supply voltage of 24V DC 24V * 0.4A = 9.6W.
- I want to use LED stripes. What type and length can I connect to one step.
Data on the possibility of using different LED stripes, see the table:

LED Type

(LED CHIP)

SMD 3528 60 4.8 W/m 0.4A 1 m (3'3.37")

SMD 3528 120 9.6 W/m 0.8A 0.5m (1'7.685")

SMD 3528 60 4.8 W/m 0.2A 2 m (6'6.74")

SMD 3528 120 9.6 W/m 0.4A 1 m (3'3.37")

SMD 5050 30 7.2 W/m 0.6 A 60 cm (23.6")

SMD 5050 60 14.4 W/m 1.2A 30 cm (11.8")

SMD 5050 30 7.2 W/m 0.3A 1.2m (47.2")

SMD 5050 60 14.4 W/m 0.6A 60 cm (23.6")

SMD 3014 120 12 W/m 1A 40 cm (1'3.748")

SMD 3014 240 24 W/m 2A 20 cm (7.874")

SMD 3014 120 12 W/m 0.5A 80 cm (2'7.496")

SMD 3014 240 24 W/m 1A 40 cm (1'3.748")

SMD 335 60 12V DC 4.8W/m 0.4A 1 m (3'3.37")

SMD 335 60 24V DC 4.8W/m 0.2A 2 m (6'6.74")

SMD 5630 60 12V DC 14.4 W/m 1.2A 30 cm (11.8")

SMD 5630 60 24V DC 14.4 W/m 0.6A 60 cm (23.6")

24V DC

12V DC

24V DC

Maximum 

allowable length of 

LED strip for one 

step

12 V DC

24V DC

12V DC

Number of 

LEDs per 

1 meter 

Supply 

voltage of 

LED strip

Power consumption 

per 1 meter of LED 

strip (W / m)

Current 

strength per 

1 meter of 

LED strip

- What kind of power supply should I choose?
The power supply should be selected based on the number of steps and the power of 
the luminaires of each step.
For example, you want to use 19 steps and install 4W lamps on each step:
19 steps * 4W = 76W. To the received capacity it is necessary to add 15% of the stock: 
76W + 15% = 87.4W. You should choose a power supply with a power of at least 
87.4W. The nearest larger of the available 90W or more.
The voltage of the power source should be the same as that of your luminaires (12 or 
24 VDC).



- Can I use the system from the outside?

The system does not have water protection (IP20) and is designed for indoor 
operation.
The humidity in the controller or sensors "Smart Stairway" is not permissible.
You must ensure that it is protected against water when used outdoors. When using 
LED stripes from outside the room, you must reliably protect the system and the wiring 
from water ingress.

- I've connected everything, but I have some steps that shine less brightly than 
others and some do not turn on or off. What happened?

I can say with certainty that during the connection you made the closure of the wires of 
the LED strips or used LED stripes of too high power. This caused the failure of the 
controller output chips. Now they should be replaced. Also, sometimes the closure 
occurs when the LED strips come in contact with metal steps or aluminum profiles in 
which LED stripes are installed. To avoid this it is necessary to check the operation of 
each individual step before connecting to the controller. Also, the closure can occur 
when wet cleaning on the stairs and water on the LED strip without moisture protection. 
What can also cause a system closure and system outage. If you wash the ladder, 
please turn off the power to the system and turn it on again only after the staircase has 
dried completely.

- I've connected everything and everything works for me, but I have a big delay 
between switching on / off the last and the penultimate steps.

By default, the system is supplied configured to use 26 steps. If you use fewer steps, 
the system still spends time turning on and off unused steps. Therefore, you see a 
delay. You need to configure the system for the number of steps that you use. To do 
this, enter the menu item No. 2 and press the "Down" button until the penultimate step 
is turned off. Then click the "Up" button once. In this case, all your steps will be 
included. Press the SETUP button until the red LED is turned on continuously. Setup is 
complete.

- Can I turn on the system so that all the steps are turned on until I turn them off?

Yes, there is such an opportunity. When you press the Up button or the Down button, 
the steps are turned in the direction of the pressed button and will be turned on until 
you press either of the two buttons again. Also you can connect a button without a latch 
(buttons for a door bell for example) to the inputs "Up button" and "Down button". In 
this case, one wire from the button should be connected to the output "+ 5V", and the 
second wire to the input "Up button" or "Button down".
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